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Digital technology is redefining possibilities in Energy, 
Environment & Utilities

Artificial Intelligence

Cloud BlockchainInternet of Things

Cybersecurity Hyperlocal 

Geolocation

Analytics

APIs / Microservices Mobile
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5G, telematics, sensors, 

robotics, blockchain, AR/VR, 

smart grids, AI.

To illustrate the exponential impact of new technologies on business, consider the 

example of: 

ELECTRIC CONNECTED AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE

ELECTRIC

CONNECTED

AUTONOMOUS

VEHICLE

Electricity Generation

Electricity Distribution

Renewables + Batteries

Petroleum

Application Platforms

Software Platforms

Connectivity

Components

TelemetryInsurance

Retail

Media

Trucking

Fleet Management

Automakers

Dealers

After-sales Service 
Auto Supply Chain

Each word signals its own series of disruptions of entire economic sectors.

Exponential
Impact

There is no AI without an IA 
(information architecture)

“ No amount of AI 

algorithmic sophistication 

will overcome a lack of 

data [architecture] ”

Source: MIT Sloan Management Review, Sept 2017
“Reshaping Business with Artificial Intelligence”

81%
of enterprises do not understand 
the data required for AI 

80%
of data is either inaccessible, 
untrusted or unanalyzed

74% use AI to modernize apps

87% of AI developers use open source
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Business platforms

Outside-in

Demand for Digital Reinvention™

Changing customer expectations Pervasive interconnectivity

Inside-out

New outcomes from data possible with:

Automation Blockchain Artificial Intelligence 

Unprecedented 
technological, 
social and 
regulatory 
disruption is giving 
rise to 
the next era of 
business 
reinvention—
with business 
platforms at its 
heart

Manage multi    

vendors’ clouds, 

acknowledging the 

reality that client 

environments are 

heterogeneous

Enable 

enterprises 

across public,  

private and 

traditional 

environments

1

Hybrid

2

Multicloud

Provide reliability 

and continuous 

security for the 

client’s 

environment

5
Secure

3

Build capabilities 

that are open by 

design, enabling 

client flexibility and 

reducing vendor 

“lock in”

4

Open

Consistent service 

level, support, 

logging, management 

and delivery across 

complete cloud 

environment

Management

Five key principles for Data Driven Platforms at Scale

Multi-

cloud
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The Cognitive Enterprise

Industry 

platforms

Transaction 

platforms

Culture Skills
Ways of 

working

Decision 

processes

Front-office 

processes

Back-office 

processes

Artificial 

Intelligence
Blockchain Automation

Internet of 

Things
5G

Licensed 

data

Proprietary 

data
Public data

Custom Legacy
API-enabled

applications
Cloud native Digital

Public Private On-premise Security

Culture of agile innovation

…powered by an ecosystem of business platforms

…activated by cognitive-enabled enterprise workflows

…made possible with exponential technologies

…that are fueled by data

…using next-generation applications

…on a secure hybrid multi-cloud infrastructure

Companies are placing bets around the creation of business 
platforms to solidify competitive advantage and differentiation

CEOs are exploring three different 

kinds of platform choices:

1.

2.

3.

To be a platform

To use a platform

To re-platform

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

73 99

388

456

571

656

834

237

115
158

334

Platform companies are taking the world by storm:

Top 20 platform companies 
revenue (USD billions)

Platform
Decisions
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PAIRS quickly processes massive, 
complex geospatial and time-based 
datasets collected by satellites, 
drones, aerial flights, millions of IoT 
sensors and weather models accurate 
to within 250 meters. 

PAIRS helps Oncor adjust 
maintenance operations to improve 
public safety and service reliability. 

Oncor uses PAIRS for 
management and to 
reduce outages

ExxonMobil is trying to 
address energy 
challenges by pushing the 
boundaries of science 

and technology.

10

Advances in quantum computing 
could provide ExxonMobil with an 
ability to address computationally 
challenging problems across 
applications with the potential to 
improve a country’s power grid.
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• Cloud, AI, IoT, and Quantum computing are the means to extract 

value from massive data

• Platforms will then be the means to achieve scale and agility, and 

create broad ecosystems

• EVERY industry is being transformed

Summary


